PS Rec Updates

September 24, 2021
MA-5 Coho

Area 05 Coho CPUE Comparison

* Set to close on 9/30
MA-6 Coho

Area 06 Coho CPUE Comparison

Date

Legend
- Current CPUE
- Historical CPUE

* Set to close on 9/30
MA-8.1 Coho

Area 81 Coho CPUE Comparison

* Closed on 9/19
MA-8.2 Coho

Area 82 Coho CPUE Comparison

Legend
- Current CPUE
- Historical CPUE

* Closed on 9/19
8-1 Pink

* Closed on 9/19
8-2 Pink

Area 82 Pinks CPUE Comparison

* Closed on 9/19
MA-9 Coho

Area 09 Coho CPUE Comparison

Date

CPUE

Legend
- Current CPUE
- Historical CPUE

* Set to close on 9/30
MA-9 Pink

Area 09 Pinks CPUE Comparison

Legend
- Current CPUE
- Historical CPUE

* Set to close on 9/30
MA-10 Coho

Area 10 Coho CPUE Comparison

* Coho open through 10/31
MA-10 Pink

* Coho open through 10/31
MA-11 Coho

Area 11 Coho CPUE Comparison

Legend
- Current CPUE
- Historical CPUE
MA-11 Pink

Area 11 Pinks CPUE Comparison

Legend
- Current CPUE
- Historical CPUE

Date

CPUE

Aug 01  Aug 15  Sep 01  Sep 15
Questions/Comments?